
Will it layer, and 
can it float?



● The students did background research to understand the 
concept of density and that it is determined by an object’s 
mass or volume. 

● We learned that density is the weight of an object and that 
density determines whether something sinks or floats. 

● Density also works with liquid.

● Objects that are less dense float in a liquid that is more 
dense.

Introduction



Question/ Problems and Predictions

Will different densities of liquids layer up like a tower?

Will denser liquids be able to hold weight?

Hypothesis: If I create a density tower with liquids, then I can test if 
they will layer and hold objects because each liquid will be made 
up of different densities.



Materials
● Straight beaker                                           

● Honey

● Vegetable oil

● Water with food coloring

● Milk

● Dishwashing liquid

● Dropper



Materials cont.
● Ping-pong ball

● Cherry tomato

● Bolt

● Coin

● Crayon



Procedures
Our procedure had 13 steps.

Step 1: Gather materials

Step 2: Fill each cup with necessary liquids

Step 3: Lay out table cloth on desk

Step 4: First, add honey to the beaker slowly and carefully with the 
dropper.

Step 5: Rinse dropper.

Step 6: Next, put in the mile. Draw it up with dropper and gently pour 
it against the side of the beaker.



Procedures Cont.
Step 7: Rinse dropper.

Step 8: Draw up the dish soap liquid with dropper and add it to the 
beaker.

Step 9: Rinse dropper.

Step 10: Add in the next layer of water with food coloring. 

Step 11: Finally, add vegetable oil.

Step 12: Gently drop in objects one at a time to observe what each 
object does in the liquid.

Step 13: Record on data sheet.



Process/Results



Results/ Data

● Students created diagrams to 
represent what they 
observed during the 
experiment.

● Students showed where each 
of the objects either floated 
or sunk in the density tower. 



Observations
● Students recorded in their 

observation sheet what they 
observed taking place when 
each material was dropped in 
the density tower.

● For each material, students 
recorded where each material 
sat within the density tower.

● After each material, we had a 
conversation about why that 
object stopped at a particular 
liquid in the tower; because of 
the density of the object in the 
liquid!



Discussion/ Interpretation
● Some trends that we noticed:

○ The objects that sunk were more dense

○ The objects that floated were less dense

● Frequent trends:

○ All objects at least went below the oil. (Top layer)

○ Most objects sank towards the bottom.

○ Most objects didn’t touch the bottom.



Discussion/ Interpretation Cont.

● Variables that influenced our outcome:

○ The liquid was mixed together so some layers weren’t able to hold 
objects.

○ Some objects were so dense that it went through the strongest 
layer. (Honey)

○ We tested a full and a broken crayon in the liquid to see if 
anything changed.



What can we try differently in the future?

We can try a few different strategies in the future!

● Take more time/ don’t rush

● Change the order of the liquids

● Use different items

● Use more items

● Add more liquid
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